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HOW TO START A PEOPLES LAW SCHOOL 

This pamphlet was planned by members, of San Francisco, Denver , & 
Chicago at a PLS convention in Denver; summer, 1973; and was finished 
over the next yenr by S. F. & Denver members . It is possible that the work 
reflects too much of our two schools'experience. If so,we apologize and 
claim our lack of information about many of the other schools and the pressure 
of our daily activities into which we squeeze our national responsibilities. 
Make sure to send us any criticisms, suggestions, wiiitions, etc. for the 
next editbn. 

We have had many requests for the information we have put in here; not that 
the information is difficult but that we often need each other's support and 
reassurance before undertaking a Peoples Law School. This pamphlet was 
created for those groups and places which don't have much access to resource 
like money, teachers , and skilled organizers, and it tries to deal with the 
daily problems which are both a part of planning and doing a PLS 
and of doing any organizing job. We've touched briefly on things like types of 
classes, getting teachers, simple book-keeping methods, publicity, etc. 
We've incorporated some of our political perspective into the body of the 
pamphlet , have itemized some common goals PLS's haveland have posed 
questions which recur. We hope that the answering of these questions, the 
creating of goals, and the forming of new questions will be dealt with internall 
in each of our groups and externally through communication,&workshops at 
NLG Regionals, NEB's, and Nationals. 
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THE PLS CLEARINGHOUSE 

The National PLS Clearinghouse was formed at the At/ t 113 Ii'LG Convention 
In rebmary, 1873, Denver PLS at that time volunteered to coordinate thf: 
Clearinghouse for a year. During that time they have created and updated a 
list of PLS' s In the US and have answered correspondence about PLS from 
all over. The Clearl-whouse also tries to keep other schools in contact 
with each other so that we can share information and experiences, We yeah ye 
that: this eau be a large task for a small PLS to undertake with other daily 
responsfbilities and we hope that this pamphlet: will make the job a little 
easier. We want-  to shift the job of coordinator around every year to different 
PLS's and we hope that we can continually try to clarify the job and share 
its respell sibilities. If you, have started, a PLS, please send a. copy of your 
list of Ca a arieS along with any other informatim to other PLSs around the 
CCM Li 	and let the Clearinghouse know who you are so you can receive, any 
mailings it sends out.. 

GOALS• 

Some, common goals of RCS's; 

1. to provide legal survival information in areas of law that affect the, 
daily lives of poor people, women , working class people, third world people 
street people, gay people, youths , 'sit dents, and others oppressed because 
of their life styles or political. activities. 
2. to train legal workers who want to learn skills so they can serve the 
legal needs of the p3ople. 
3. to develop an understanding .of the U.S. legal system; who it serves 
who it doesn't serve, how it functions, how we can defend ourselves against 
it, 
4. to lay a foundation for an understanding of the, economic, political, and 
social conditions for the development of a legal system. that can provide real 
justice. 
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RECURRING QUESTIONS 

What is the bast way to relate to different community groups,especially 
groups we don't regularly come in contact with but who have pressing legal 
needs? How do we maintain contact once we establish it? We often do a 
class with a particular group and lose contact once the class is over. 

Who should we direct our lEgal education towards? Who has the most 
pressing legal needs and who are we best able to reach. (this is not al ways 
the same group) ? Should we have classes open to the general public or 
should we work within a specific community? 

Are classes the best way to reach people? What about other alternatives 
like TVshows, literature, speakers' bureaus, legal self-help clinics? Is 
training community legal workers the best way to spread legal education 
or is information directed at individuals who have specific problems? 

How do we select priorities? Study groups? Regular meetings of committed 
people? 

How do we see our work as part of an integrated process? This question 
becomes particularly relevant when the PLS becomes larger and more 
specialized. It is still important in smaller groups with class coordinators 
specializing on a certain legal. topic. 

How do we educate ourselves on history of our own area, on law, on groups 
working in the community, on political and economic questions needed to mak 
our decisions? 

How do we see our work as part of systemic change since law is only one 
institution among many in this system which oppresses us? What do struggle 
aroUnd-democratic rights like the right to competent legal assistance and 
education for all people have to do with creating a system which really fills 
our needs? 

Hopefully, we can assist each other in answering these questions in our 
correspondence with each other. 
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GETTING STARTED--MECHANICAL ASPECTS 

For one reason or another, some of you want to start a PLS. Maybe you 
want (and want to provide to others) practical, everyday information on 
the law, maybe you want paralegal training, perhaps law students want a 
supplement to their traditional legal education, maybe you want to provide 
support for movernenticommunitygroups. These are some of the reasons 
why different PLS's around the country have started. 

Most of the existing PLS's started under the auspices of a chapter of the 
National Lawyers Guild. Now there are more and more people who 
to start some kind of legal education project who are not connected with 
the Guild or do not live in an area with Guild activity. Thus, we are draw-
ing on our experiences and trying to give some suggestions and guidelines 
to those people, as well as Guild affiliated people. 

Initially a PLS group needs resources--human and financial. 

If you are looking for more people td help you get started, try putting up 
notices in appropriate places, i.e. , community organizations, legal aid 
offices, bulletin boards, colleges, schools, a local Guild office if there is 
one, or wherever else is appropriate for you. To actually get started a , 
group of three or four committed people may be enough. 

After you have your initial organizational group, you will probably be meet-
ing and making decisions on who you are, trying to reach and for what pur-
poses. (More later on target groups, what kinds of classes to offer, etc.) 
At some point you will probably want some kind of office space and equipment.  
There are several alternatives. 

ruggle 
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4.. Once you have some steady source of funding (Yore on this later), you 
may want an office of your own. It could also double as a meeting room 
or classroom, depending on the size and location. 

TU: 

I. Use someone's home and home phone number. This may work for a 
shod time while you are pitting started, but has never been found to 
work well for very long. 

2. Use 140 MOOMOR Offloo and phone. This of coarse depends on the kind of 
Aloe, amount of owe, tito. Thin can be either ahort-terrn or long-
tAtrm ovtup, If sonivono on your committee or a supporter works in an 
offloto flint hdM tipoon tU howso unothor organization, this may work well 
tor n 10114( IMP. HUMP( 'MO N it uwyvr'v office or the office of another 
nommunityorgnolxntion ;nay ho available. in this ease the two groups 

,shpt'. oftlecl tipitco, phone and office; equipment, typewriter, etc  .4 and 
Owls exponson doponding on the financial state of Ntch. While you are a 
Mrrrnll orgouilvallon with no full-time staff p=eople you.  i-nay not need an offii  of your own. Perhaps a place where you can store materials, use a ivpe 
writer In the day or evening and receive phone calls and mail may be eno 

D. Look into other. Mods of donated. space. F..oirietimes r elm 
organization. will have space you can use. 
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and to We are also trying to eliminate the word volunteer from our vocabulary or 

at least be aware of how we use it. We had begun to call longer committed 
PLS people workers, and newer people volunteers. This had nothing to do 
with whether they were paid or how much they worked. Now we call everyone 
a worker. 

Other office equipment. At some point you will probably need the use of 
typewriters, a mimeo or xerox machine and other kinds of office supplies. 
Perhaps someone in your group owns or has access to a typewriter or you 
may be able to use one in a shared office. If you have no direct access 
to such equipment, a non-profit organization may let you use theirs for the' 
cost of the paper, stencils, etc. Try a local Legal Aid, United Way, or 
any other organization with such equipment. Ask people in other commun-
ity or movement groups how they have found such equipment. (While you're 
asking people to help you, explain to them what you are doing. You'll be 
getting the word out that you exist and have something to offer to the com-
munity.) 

You'll probably also need the nitty-gritty things like typing paper, stamps, 
envelopes, stencils, etc. Friends employed in straight offices can be an 
abundant source of free supplies. If you have some kind of sponsoring group 
or are sharing an office with a group that might be able to donate or "loan" 
such supplies until you begin generating some funds, this might work. Many 
groups have also found these to be eht-of-pocket expenses at the very be-
ginning. (More on funding later.) 
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N R "SO CES 

After your initial group has made some basic decisions' and has de actually start a PL 	 cided to S, you may be then trying to recruit more people to make 
your ideas a reality. Your planning group may be made up of the people 
who want to be the ones taking courses 
teach courses, you may 	 , you may be the ones who want to 

be the ones trying to generate some kind of activity 
 in the community oryou may e 

 a combination of all of these. Tt 
on recruiting teachers gives some ideas on where to find teachers  se Ycion

ou might try the same methods for recruiting people to help organize (perhaps 
in addition to teaching or taking courses). As you find new peopleeeor 
they find you--try to have a structure that will let new people participate 
as much as they want in both the day to day organizational work and in the 
overall policy and decision -making processes. 

You may be able to find people with specific interests and skills who would 
want to work with you, either taking on a particular responsibility or teach-
ing their skills to someone in your group. There might be people who know the local media, who know 
setting, layouts; people who howhave to had experience 

make p 

	in
osters, do flyers, graphics, type- 

area that you need assistance with. Some of these people will
.  want to get involved in the whole of the sch 	

fundraising or any other 

ool, others 	not. 

Also, oIRsses, whoa they have started, are an excellentarce for new wor 
ors. It takes consistent thought,and preparation to involve new people. At 
every staff meeting we have in San Francisco, we try to discuss new people 
what they want to •clo and can do, and how  • 

to support them and keep in touch with them. At each class we hand out cards which have a space for the per 
son's name and address and if they want to work with PLS. It' they do, we 
send thorn a mimeoed letter and a sheet which liets the projects, large and small, which they can participate 

in. 
In a week we call them to see what 

they want to do and arrange a time to talk to them. We also have a project 
file with things people can-work on for new people to look through. This may 
seem a little involved, but it helps keep good people from drifting away from alienation. 
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GROWINc .  

At the beginning you will certainly have all kinds of fantastic ideas and dreamt 
That's what gets you started and keeps you going. But- start small and do 
what you know how to do well. if you hayeeonly a few people and limited re-
sources, you can probably accomplish a lot more, sustain your energy better 
and get more poattive results if you have a small, well-organized project. 
After you have some experience and refine your skills and have something 
concrete o show for your efforts, you will 'be ableto attract more people, 
anancial resources ,andcommunity support, .which will enable you to expand. 

THE HUMAN ELEMENT 

If it appears as though this booklet may have all the questions and answers 
for you, it doesn't. We mostly a compilation of some of our experiences„ 
Sue ce,sqes, failures, questions and ideas. As with any commuW,ty movement, 
you won't have an easy time of it. Being as you are a group of human beings 
there will have to he some internal struggles. There will be -differences in 
philosophy, committment, working styles, amount of responsibility people 
will assume, methods of communicating, etc. Probably the only help we can 
offer here is to keep the lines of communication open--between the individuals 
involved in your project, with other groups you are in contact with and with 
other people doing similar work in other parts of the country. 

Within your group you may start off in complete agreement, seemingly togctii,:. 
on your goals, objectives. As you begin some of the harder, less glamorous 
work you may begin to have differences. This means you're going through 
something every group goes through. Once things have gotten off the ground 
you may find that people's interests change, that individually or collectively y 
will begin to take a deeper look at what you are doing and where you are going 
and why. Some people will drop out and others will join. if you keep the con-
munication open and try to keep constantly evaluating what you are doing, you 
will find yourselves caught up in the process of change and growth, which is 
part of what a PLS is all about. 
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STRUCTURE OF PLS GROUPS 

The structure has a lot to do with how large you are and how long your group 
has been going. For example, if you are small, you might have two or three 
people who work on the law school after their regular working hours. If you 
are larger, perhaps you can afford to pay a full-time staff worker. 

Some people argue that the ideal structure for a coordinating group is for a 
group. of committed people to share planning and beauracratic work. A corn 
form for PLS has been: one group as the planning, class coordinating, 
evaluating group; one or two members of this group who have more time and 
desire as staff-daily coordinators; teachers who do not attend PLS meetings 
( except perhaps individual evaluating meetings). The responsibilities are 
often mixed or shared by members, eg. , a planning committee member in 
Denver's PLs is an accountant and enjoys doing the books for the school. 

However, many groups start out with one or two people who do the bulk of the 
organizing work and sometimes also do the teaching. It is often difficult, 
especially in small or unorganized places.to recruit or set up an ideal 
situation. A committed working group often comes with timo. It is good, 
though, to have more than one person in the major coordinating position 
both for the health of the person and the health of the school. The success o 
failure of different projects is a difficult burden to carry alone. 

A few groups have more intricate structures, eg. PLS in San Francisco has 
been going for 3- 1/2 years, is located in a large city with much organizing 
and has many legal resources. It has 1) a policy and problem study grou 
which meet s weekly, 2) a course facilators group which meets when: 
necessary for the classes, 3) two full-time staff, 4) teachers, 5) a 
literature committee. 
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STRUCTURE AND WAYS OF WORKING TOGETHE 

ir group 
0 or three 
. If you 

We hope that each person involved in PLS can put in exactly what she/he. has 
and desires to offer and will not be restricted by artificial structures conirn& 
in other working and legal groups, for example, the lawyer- (man) & legal 
secretary(woman)structures where there are a few people who make all the 
decisions and others who follow the decisions with little creative input. The: 
has to be lots of room for mobility in an organization as new and fragile as 
PLS. PLS's have often started with some people with legal interests who 
the school as one of a number of their legal projects. After one of two sess 
the leadership and the workers .have to be brought in from the classes them 
selvesif the school is to survive. Usually people who have come from the 
classes have more of a primary interest in community legal education and 
very often have had little or no previousexperience in legal work. A person 
doesn't need legal background to play an important role in PLS. A course 
organizer can get whatever legal background she/he needs to set up a class 
by asking legal people who have special interests in that area of law. The 
major work is that of an org anizer- getting people to teach the class; getting 
materials; establishing a relationship between the law school, the teachers. 
and any community groups who are involved in the class; evaluating how 
successful the class is, finding directions for community legal education 

Most groups, especially PLS groups, can benefit from many areas of exper-
ience, eg.., a person who has been part of or done work -within a community 
has knowledge of the needs of that area, what groups are doing work in the 
community, how people respond to legal education. 

A woman who is fighting sexist roles in the society and has fought job 
discrimination or changed her name of filed her own divorce papers often is 
a better teacher or coordinator of a Women & the Law class than a legal 
person who has never had those personal struggles. 

A person who is new to political organizing and law can often give insight on 
how PLS policies look to non-legal and unorganized people ; very important 
if that is who your classes are directed toward. 
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It is not too important to restate that the more people who are involved in a 
decision the better is the chance that it will be broad-based and include more 
people's desires and needs, and thus the more endurable that decisionwill be. 
Thi s goes for daily coordinator work too. Many good staff people have bit 
the dust in trying to single-handedly do all the beauracratic daily work and 
still try to have creative input into the law school. 

When there is a group which has a full-time staff person or people, many 
daily immediate decisions have to be made by that person. It is up to that 
person and any planning committee to make sure that the committee is informed 
of decisions made or to be made which affect and are representative of PIS 
policy. It is possible and dangerous for the planning committee to become a 
rubber stamp of the full-time worker, not through maliciousness., but through 
the st aff person being burdened by resporsibilities and not taking the time 
necessary to share in formation. 

PLS is a natural for recruiting people to work with it. We think that each 
person who begins working with PLS must remember that one of her/his 
most important jobs will be to train people to replace her/himself. The real 
test of leadership comes when the leader leaves and others take charge . 
If the transition is fluid then the person was a good leader, if not then the 
leadership was not affective. It takesenerg,ry and skill to personally encourage 
person who might be interested in working, and often this important function 
is pushed aside for other apparently more immediate work. People who don't 
have skills need room to develop them. It is important to think before every 
job you do " Is there someone else who gan do this and would perhaps learn 
more than I from doing it?" 
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DEVELOPING  COURSES  
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The courses that you finally select can and will be the result of several fac-
tors. Course topics can be the result of the needs of a particular segment 
of the community (welfare recipients, gay people), they can be planned in 
conjunction with an active, ongoing community group, or they can be se-
lected by the steering committee based on past interests, teaching resour-
ces, etc. 

When planning a course with a community group, that group can determine 
the focus of the course and can probably help in finding class space, doing 
publicity, etc. It's best to have a liason person working closely with steer-
ing committee people in carrying out whatever functions the steering corn 
mittee takes responsibility for. (For example, if you are having a class on 
welfare law and a local group agrees to find a place and do publicity and the 
steering committee agrees to find a teacher or teachers and prepare the 
materials, have a person from the group work with the steering committee 
to help select a teacher and to insure that the materials are applicable to the 
focus of the course.) 



Courses can reflect one or more orientations. Some suggestions: 

I) Informational courses-- to give people specific info,on a topic of im- •.,• 
portance to them 

2) Self-help/skills courses--"how to do" courses (hoW to apply for unem-
ployment, how to do an appeals hearing) 

3) Para-legal training-- legal skills, legal research, investigation, inter-
viewing, substantive areas of the law of use to 
para-legals 

4) Projects--like TV shows(San Jose), mock trials(Denver) 

5) Tours--of public records, government offices, civil and criminal courts 

• 6) Broad political analysis-- Some of us have tried courses Such as "A 
Critique of the American Legal System' and 
while such courses have some value, it is of-
ten as effective to incorporate suck) an analysis 
into the framework of a concrete subject area 
or problem. 

The content of the course will most likely evolve as the type of course is 
decided upon. The specific content can be determined by students, the 
teachers, the steering comniittee, a community group, or any combination 
of these. 

14 
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MATERIALS 

Course materials can come from several sources. Sometimes the most 
relevant materials are those developed locally, either by the PLS or a• 
community group. 

Possible sources of materials: 

For para-legal classes there are books and articles on legal research, 
law review articlesland all the traditional materials found in a law library. 

For informational classes there are books, articles, pamphlets on speci-
fic topics in regular libraries or through associations or groups that con-
cern themselves with the particular subject. 

Community groups, city agencies, and the government printing office all 
put out materials that are often useful; eg. , the government puts out free 
information on how to do copyrights and also has a women's bureau which 
puts out piles of statistics and charts on woment's place in the economy. 
Go to your local Federal building. 

Materials (pamphlets, leaflets, etc.) can be prepared by a PLS, either in 
. anticipation of a course or from the context of a previous course. PLS, 
San Francisco, has about 20 pamphlets they have made. They also have 
compiled a list of some other legal publications of law for lay people; both 
of these are mainly relevant for California but can be adapted. 

Sometimes the state government puts out simple information on its pro - 
grams, for example Cali'ornia has printed brochures on Workmen's Com-
pensation, Disability, and Unemployment laws which they make available 
on request. 

Films, tapes, charts and other kinds of materials are often useful and can 
be obtained from public libraries, private agencies, schools, etc. 
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TEAM.% METHODS 

Teaching tilethod8 can vary with each •course)0t. N,,iith each class meeting o 
a course. ft will also vary with the needs, interest and'eXperience 

of thO students and teacher 	A PLS can also be an alternative ineaxis of educitti 
additiOa to an alternative way of dealing with the law. We have all faun( 

whatever kinds of teaching methods or classes are decided upon., it is crit 
that there be some kind of continuity and that at least one person be preeel 
at every class session to help provide that continuity. 

 

Some possible methods of teaching: 

1. 
Lecture with questions and diseussiOn. (Perhaps good for giving out 
information, 

2. 
Small group discussion. (Depends on topic and background and expel' 
of students. May mean outside reading or other experiences.) 

8, 	Share teaching among students. When 
:there is no particularl3 know1(.,  

able teacher available, the students can decide upon, specific topics al 
each person can take responsibility for preparing for a class 5058iOn 
and leading the discussion, 

Tefall teaching, One person has the responsibility for coordinating U 
coarse and may or inay not actually teach pai-t of it. Several people 
help teach it --maybe a combination of a lawyer, a legal worker, .a 
Triunity persont  or other resburcv people. 

16 
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All the teachers may be at each class sos7E.on to give LheirViwpoifl 
on a particular topic, or each may come only one time and the class 
focuses on that person's area of expertise for that class session. With 
team teaching it is particularly important to have one person Who is pr. 
cut at every class meeting to provide continuity for the :students and 

teachers. 

5. Panel discussions, debates. 

6. Work ses,,, ons, self-help, ''how-to-dou. 

7. pole playing. For example, in a paralegal class, practice an. intervie-,: 
In a consumer class, practice the kind of questions a buyer should ask 
a seller. In a class on criminal procedure, act out a typical plea-bar.l_:. 

session. Denver has put on a complete, mock trial with everyone tokim' 

Clit f e re IA parts. 

Tours of different places. 

FINDING-  TEACHERS 

Not all teachers of law must be lawyers. In fact, many times other peep 
can present different information or present different information in a way th: 
is of more: use to students., The basic need is for people who know a subject 
Well and can convey this basic knowledge in a way that is useful. This rneF.k. 
someone viho can speak Englioh or whatever other language is applicable 

.as well as legalese. The teacher must also be someone who can relate to 

students and the community. in some areas this -may mean third world tea 

era in third world communities, while-  in otherareas this may net be abeolut...' 

necessa.:ry. In some areas teachers who can speak Spanish, 'Chinese, etc,, 

a translator, may be necessary., 
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Places to look for teachers: 

l. 	Lawyers. Try the local chapter of the National Lawyers Guild., if there 
is one; legal aid offices; "movement" attorneys, ACLU and othe 
who are affiliated with groups that might have similar interests 
to those of PLS Gory through the phone book and calling the .• 
people listed is a surprisingly fruitful way to get lawyers as teac 
ers. Don't feel like you are imposing on someone or asking for 
something for nothing. There are a lot of lawyers who are not 
only pleased but flattered to be asked to teach. There are real 
benefits to a lawyer who teaches a course—experience, familiar 
in the community, etc. When you find a person who seems in-
terested you can meet with her/him and tell,her/him about the 
PLS, the goals, how it functions, etc, and see if this is compati 
ble with the interests of the lawyer. 

2. Law Students. if there is a law school nearby, it can be a valuable re-
source. There may be a student chapter of the National Lawyer,. 
Guild or you could work through the student organization or thro 
any personal contacts you may have. Schools that have clinical 
programs are likely to have interested students who would like t. 
teach. (It may also be that law students might like to take classe 
especially if your classes are paralegal oriented or deal with a 
of law usually not covered in law school, since law schools gen-
erally give classes from the perspective of the moneyed class.) 

3. Legal workers, community workers. These people may have more prat  
tical, functioning knowledge of a problem or system than a lawye 
or law student. Legal workers may also be more fluent in expla", 
ing a problem or a legal point to non-legal people than a lawyer 
would be. Legal workers may be found in law offices doing work 
in a specific area, in community groups with a le.:,al/political 
orientation, or through a local Guild chapter. Community worke 
may also be associated with any variety of community groups, 
consumer groups, welfare ;eights groups, senior citizens progrA 
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LENGTH AND FREQUENCY OF COURSES  

Weekly: a good setup for many courses. Most of us have found that after abo, 
the sixth week, even in the best course, attendance drops off. If the to 
for each class meeting is part of the original advertising, some people 
may only come to the pertinent seesions for them, so the number of 
people may vary each time. 

"One-shot" courses: one meeting with a very specific purpose to meet spe 
needs. 

Weekend-  project. 

Trip to a public agency or building. 

"Short courses": sometimes it is as effective to have a course that is tN,vo 
three sessions long with all the sessions held within a week or so of 6, is 
other. 

See some sample classes that have been given by others in. a following sessio. 
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If you. are working through a community group in setting up a class, they Tn.ay 
be able to provide free space. Churches often ask -for a donation for the use 
of a facility for several weeks, just to cover their janitorial and security costs 
A lot of this can be helped by having the school (students) responsible for setting 
up for the classes, putting chairs away at the end, locking up,. etc. Public 
schools often have a fee for use of rooms and often require some. sort of guara t 
of security. They also give priority, of course, to their own activities which 
means that it may be difficult to get a school. facility for several weeks running 
on the same night. 

Try to get toe locations well in advance of the catalog mailing. Some places, 
like churches, only meet monthly to decide such questions. Others, like schools 
need special permits which have to be cleared through the bureaucracy. 

• 

DAYS,  TIMES  

Although it seems obvious, Watch out for holidays, election days a Tki 
particularly religious holidays, especially those which are not as obvious, 
those celebrated by a minority of the community. However obvious this may 
seem, we have all made mistakes in scheduling classes and facilities. 

The times at which classes are scheduled may make a lot of difference th 
who comes. Who is your target group? People who have time during the 
day? People who work downtown and may prefer a class at 5 or 6 p.m. 
before going home? Some classes attract more people on weekends, perhaps 
a one-day course that goes all day Saturday. These kinds of decisions depend 
on local customand who you are trying to reach, it takes a certain amount of 
experimentation, too. 

CHILDCARE 

Don't exclude people just because they have difficulty making child care arrange-
ments themselves. Let students know through publicity that PLS will help make 
arrangements. Sometimes it may be possible to get a second room in a building 
for child care if there are several people with. children. A minimal approach is 
to advertise that you will provide ehikicare if people call in advance and ask for 
It 	20 



CLASSROOM SPACE  

Where classes are held will determine to a great extent who is going to come. 
Several important factors: • 

Geographic location. What part of town, distancei from the target group, 
or centrality from a widespread student pOpulation. 

I. 	Access to public transportation, parking, etc. 

• The image the facility has in general. Is this a place people feel comfor-
table going to ?—particularly important with public buildings and 

• churches. 

The seating, lighting, tables, blackboards, .whatever else is necessary.' 

For paralegal classes, it is convenient but not necessary to be in or 
near a law library. 

Places to look for classroom space: try churches, community centers, 
office rooms, public libraries, Y's, etc. If no other space is available, try 
meeting in someone's home. Be careful--some people enjoy this, but some 
feel as though a burden is put on them. It is often easy to find places for free 
by talking to the group or person in charge about the nature of your classes. 

DON'T CHANGE THE LOCATION ONCE THE CLASS HAS BEGUN. This is 
one of the best ways to lose students, as we; have all learned—the hard way. 

I 
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4. 	Agency people. There are a lot of other people who work for more 
traditional agencies, private or governmental, who have a 
tremendous amount of expertise in a particular area and would 
be happy to share it. (They may also have access to printed 
material.) People may or may not have legal information, but 
they may have very practical information as to how the system 
really works. For example, a person who works in a county hos-
pital may have information as to which programs are really ef-
fective in practice or how a group can best influence the hospital 
to change a program. Other people like this might be welfare 
workers, state employment department worlers, social security • 
employees, etc. These people could be teachers or "guest speak-
ers" in a class. In addition, there may be people who would be 
willing to participate in a panel or a debate on either side of an 
issue. 

One thing to remember is not to overdo expertise. Try a course taught by 
people who have self-educated themselves. if people really want to learn 
about a particular subject, perhaps they can have one course where they teach , 
thdmselves and then teach a course to a larger group of people. Or one indi-
vidual can educate him/herself and them teach a course or at least a part of 
it: for example, have someone who has been busted or has been to small claims 
court talk about her experience. 



PUBLICITY 

Mass Media 

You might be a little timid when you first approach the media and feel 
like you are asking for favors, but you will soon learn that information on 
happenings like our classes often is what sells newspapers. Also, radio 
and TV stations are generally required to have a certain portion of their 
air time devoted to public service announcements and talk shows by non-
profit organizations or they lose their license. Legal classes for lay peo,,' 
are generally the kind of things they like to push. Good media coverage c. 
really turn people out for your programs and you should take advantage of 
all the mass media. 

How do you,. get the word out? There are many approaches to this: TV 
talk shows, catalogs, posters, handouts, radio spots, word of mouth. H. 
are some standard approaches: 

•• Three general vehicieS for getting the word out are: 
I) through the media -newspapers, radio, TV. 
2) community organizations, labor unions, churches, etc. 
3) through individuals who have expressed an interested in PLS 

Often, each of these vehicles needs a different approach. It might be prac-
tical to use separate files for each of these three groupings and a separate 
card for each person or group so you can easily update them. First, a lit 
tie about building your files and then some suggestions about different way;. 
to approach these groups. 

Compiling Your  Lists: Part I & U -- Media and Organizations  

Here are a few suggestions for starting your files. 
I) Often media themselves are resources for lists, e.g. , KYA in San 

Francisco distributes an informative pamphlet on how to do radio and TV 
publicity and who to send it to in the Bay Area. 
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2) You can ask some organization with similar advertising needs as 
yours Co: their inedla atid organizatio.n mailing list. A conspnler's group 
might have good consumer media; a women's, women, etc. 

3) Find out about newsletters and bulletins which labor unions put out. 
Call them for Personal contact and get them to commit a little space for 
your classes. The sand goes for church bulletins and other small coral-nun
lty or special interest publications which would not necessarily gdt Or be . 
affected by a general press release, 

4) Last but not toast, te,t your fingers do the walking through the Yellow 
Pages---under TV, radio, newspapers, laber unions, etc. 

Some Things To Find Out About The Media 

White you. are building your files, you can jot down some special infor- 
mation on each card. You might want to call large newspapers to sec when 
your information would best be accepted.. You can call some radio and TV 
station and ask if they do PSAls- -Public Service Announcements—and if 
so, what kind and who is in charge of that department. Here are other 
questions you can ask the radio and TV media: 00 Do they do.  spot announc 
merits? If so, how long? [0, 20, 30, 60 seconds? (2) Do they provide 
tapes and do the taping themselves or do they want you to do and provide 

, your own? Tapes for radio are easy and cheap to do if you have to make 
your own (use your old cassette); videotapes for TV can he more expensive. 
If you find a station who wilt make a videotape for you, ask that station to 
send copies to other stations. Call up these stations and get them to ask for 
copies of the videotape.. This saves you and other stations time and money, 
especially if they don't do their own videotapes and want you to provide your 
own, 

if you do not and won rt be giving individual advice either with your school 
or on the air, be sure to make that clear to the announcer. There have been 
instances. when announcers, said to call PLS if anyone needed legal advice. 
The deluge of calls could not be handled. it made for not so great public re- 
lations, 
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The procens Qt doing .mailingsin costly—both in tarmB of time and n non 
----and your group may decide to forego it and rely on the media and hand 
distribution for PabnuitY, which if done well. will certainty reach many 
people. 

If you. determine that the additi al mail coverage is warranted, read on 

_P.art 111,--Kaiting_List_of Individuals, 

You can send a class tinting to those who caied, wrote in, or came to 
classes during the last sessions, Your individuals list will begin to grow 
from, those who respond to your first publicity and cenie to your first session 

If you decide to eliminate a certain group of people from a certain time 
period to keep your mailing tint current and workable, here is a .suggestion 
to simplify that process. For each SeSSiOrt buy different color 3 x5 cards. 
Keep a stock by the phone; when people call in, rill eat and then file them 
alphabetically to avoid repeats (fill out the card with the person's name and 
address). As each new session begins, change to a different color card. 
When you want to eliminate a session from a past time period, eliminate 
all of the specific colored cards from that session. 

When it corn.es time to icait oatakogs to those who are in your Vile, yen 
can type each name on sheets of address labels. Nialce as many ear. ben cop-
ies for as many mailings as you anticipate making with those names. Mail 
one copy and keep the others for other times. That way at the next mailing, 
you only have to type the new names you have accumulated onto address labein  
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What To Send The Media  

Newspapers 
Press release 
Chronological list of classes 
The class list you  prep 

TV & Radio 
Same as above 
Plus 10, 30, 60-second spot announcements. 

Press Release--this is just a simple statement which contains the basic in-
formation you want the press to print. It should be neat and double or triple 
type spaced. The standard paper to use is white, 8 1/2 x 11" paper, though 
some groups use colored paper or other innovative ideas to catch the eye or 
mind of a public service director innundated with releases. (Note: In San 
Francisco we also do a press release every time we create or update a 
pamphlet). Here is a typical press release you could use for your session: 

ate4V44000 +1141,44M4~4~"P.0.4P:~ 44' 

(just insert your own information) 

PRESS RELEASE• (triple spaced) 

EVENT: 	Peoples Law School is about to conduct its seventh series 
of legal education classes for lay people. 

TIME LOCATION: Classes begin the week of June 17, 1974, at a variety of 
locations throughout San Francisco. 

COST: 	 All classes are frte of charge though donations will be 
requested. 

SPECIAL INFO:. 	Topics include: Using Small Claims Court, Patients 
Rights, Working women & the Law, Tenant Rights, Juv 
enile law, Government surveillance, Food Stamps, line 
ployment, and others. 

ADDITIONAL INFO: A complete, free, catalog may be obtained by contacting 
People's Law School at 558 Capp St. , S.F.; 285-5066. 

 for the session 
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Chronological List-- This is an itemized list of your classes clay by day and 
week by week. This is for their convenience so they can tell at a glance when 
specific classes are. Sometimes they pick and choose which topics they want 
to highlight. 

Suggested Publicity Schedule 

Sample Publicity Schedule  

class list info. 	press releases 	lay-out, MI rne .' 

due mailed 	class lists  . 	.  
to printers 	 mailing party 

Optional) , 	 (optbnal) 
make any other publicity like pos ers,etc. 

M 
	

W 
	

TH 
	

S 
	

S 

to Post Office 
(optitional) 	 
Distribute posters,handbills, class lists — 

'Classes begin 



Spot Announcements—The stations squeeze in PSA's when they can. Some-
times there is only an interval of 10 seconds. For their convenience, and 
to get more air coverage, we send each TV and radio station three sample 
spots--10, 30, and 60 seconds--each on a separate piece of paper and 
double or triple spaced so they can make additions or changes. Here is a 
sample for each of these, though the variations for your spots are vast: 

• 

Spots 

10 SECOND SPOT 
For free legal. education classes, get the Peoples Law School catalog by 
calling 285-5066 in San Francisco; 285-5066. 

60 SECOND SPOT 
You don't always need a lawyer when you have a legal problem. Peoples Law 
School is offering free legal classes tO help you learn more about the law and 
how it can work for you. The more you learn about the law the better your 
chances are of stopping legal problems before they start. You can get a free 
copy of our catalog of classes with times and places at Peoples Law School, 
558 Capp St. , San Francisco, 285-5066. If you are, have been, gr will be a 
working woman, a patient, or a tenant; if you have been involved with juven-
iles; if you need information about unemployment, workmen's compensation 
benefits, or food stamps; or if you are concerned about the way the gov't. 
collects information about our private lives, we have a class of interest to 
you. We also have pamphlets on these topics and others. That's Peoples 
Law School, San Francisco; 285-5066. 
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The Listing of Classes 

Most groups use a listing of classes, times, and locations for another 
big section of advertising for a general session. With many groups who ar
beginning, this is a simple mimeographed list—easy to compile, reprodue 
and distribute. This can become more complex depending on how many 
classes you are offering, how much money you have (if you want to have it 
printed), and the number of copies you want made, San Francisco, which 
offers a variety of classes and distributes several thousand class lists, 
prints a catalog in a fold—out design. 

You can do your own lay-put for printing, a simple procedure of typing 
cutting, and gluing. Ask some of your printer friends or your local priutei 
for details on lay-out, if you decide to do that. If you want to mimeo it yule 
self, see the section on making pamphlets which talks a little about differc.: 
kinds of stencils. 

The catalog itself can be an educational tool. For people to see topics 
and descriptions of law that can be understood by them can be demystifying. 
You can help that understanding by adding graphics, news stories, local 
community happenings, which will connect legal topics with larger politic 
happenings. The catalog can also be a vehicle for you to explain your po-
sition on the law and how you see your classes. 

You can save mailing expenses by getting or using another organization's 
bulk mailing permit. Be sure to get the post office's data list of how mail-
ings should be bundled and sacked. We have had to take catalogs back and 
rebundle them to fit the P.O.'s bureaucratic demands. Also find out about 
the different costs for other kinds of mailings. You can mail pamphlets an 
books much cheaper than first class mail, for example. 
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Hand Distribution 

Posters, Handbills. 
You can make many extra class lists for hand distribution. Use this 

opportunity for getting to know different community groups. Personal 
contact and word of mouth often brings many people who would ignore a 
poster. We give them a pile of class lists and a poster. The poster we 
mimeo ourselves. You can also do a special poster for a specific class. 
For example, a "Women & the Law" poster to all women's organizations. 

Try hand-distributing posters during the lunch hour outside the large 
downtown office buildings; to reach patients for a "Patients' Rights" class, 

pecific group of people or a 
ng, your advertising means 

distribute at a hospital. 
Of course, if you are doing classes for a s 

certain area and do not want general advertisi 
will be different and you will have to depend much more on your familiarity' 

ity groups who know how to with that group or area, and people or comma 
best reach that.group or area. 

An idea we have had but have never done yet is to make posters which 
will fit on the advertising slots on municipal bases. We found that San 

22: Free advertising for 
poster for labor to put them' 

Francisco's bus company had a special Catch- 
non-profit businesses but a charge of $.75 per 
up. Perhaps your bus company is easier to (k)al with. 
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FUNDING 

Funding is one of the greatest hasslesof any PLS group. The kind of funding 
you want depends on what you want to do. 

To get started you may be able to get contributions from supporting organiza-
tions, Guild people, or other supportive individuals. Hopefully, at the begin-
ning your actual expenses will be low and you will be able to borrow or share 
a lot of things. Sometimes at the beginning the expenses for expendable item 
such as paper, stamps, etc., are out-of-pocket expenses. 

Once you get started you may be able to generate some funds. You can do 
this by charging a fee for your courses. (This is done by the Rocky Mountain 
Law School in Denver, with -a waiver policy.) This will depend on who you 
want to reach. Another method that has been successful is to ask for dona-
tions at each class. The San Francisco PLS, for example, has a person 
each class session to explain about the school andthe financial needs,and 
ask for donations. Most contribute from a few cents to a few dollars. They 
suggest $1.00 per class. This does not completely support the school (they 
have some Guild stipport) but it makes enough' to pay for the material expense 
of each. session. 

At some time you may want a stable source of funding, particularly if you 
have your own office and are paying full-time staff people. 

This kind of funding can come from several sources. If you are charging 
a fee for your courses this may bring in engu.ght to sustain the school. 
You may also want to approach other local funding sources such as communit, 
local foundations with a legal/educational/political orientation, churches or 
supportive individuals who could afford to help support such a project. 

If you decide to go after "big time" foundation funding, you will need someonc 
with expertise in proposal writing. Someone in your group may have had es.-
perience or you may be able to find someone in another group. Proposal wri-
ting or "grantsmanship", as it is often called, is in many ways a game that 
people play with foundations (and with themselves). .However, a genuine ef-
fort at writing an effective proposal can also be a very good way to define an 
clarify your goals and objectives, to set priorities, to set up a realistic tire 
table for yourselves and to evaluate what you are doing. 
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Briefly, when writing a proposal,you define the need() that you plan to fill, 
who else, if anyone, is working in the same area, what you have already done 
and what you intend to do with a foundation grant, how much money you need 
and just how it is going to be spent, what your timetable will be, how you in-
tend to become self-sustaining, if ever, and how you will evaluate how well 
you achieved your gook; and objectives. Writing a proposal is hard work, but 
it can also be an exciting and creative part of ti1.! growth process for a PLS. 

There are some helpful books on foundations uud fundraising: 

The  Bread Game, 'by the Regional Young Adult Project. You can get 
copies of this-  book by sending $2.95 to Glide Publications, 330 Ellis St. 
San Francisco, Ca 94102. Include $.50 for postage and handling par coj  
ordered plus an .additional $. 10 per copy ialcti tax if you order in the 

• state of California. Payment must accompany order. 

	

2, 	If you are in California: A Guide to California Foundations, by Abra- 
hams, Casson, and Daul. Inquire about the price at Common College, 
P. O. Box 4025, Woodside, Ca 94062. (Approximate cost is $2.95.) 

	

3. 	In 1972 the Commission on Voluntary Service and Action also published 
a book called Fundraising for Nonprofit  Organizations. You can try them 
at 475 Riverside Dr., Rm. 665, New York City, NY 10027 to see if it 
has been updated. 
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However, you probably will not have all your financial needs met by founda. 
tions (nor is that a wise policy), and you may have to undertake other money getting activities, such as 

- 
When -

you send your catalog out, put a fundraising letter in it. You can also use this letter to get new workers. 

You can create literature and sell it. 

Try to et people who are working fuIlt 
	and  you a monthly Sustainer of $5 to $25. can a ford it to give 

You can 'put together. benefits by getting' performers who are popular 
and will volunteer their services for your good cause- 

Garage sales, bake. sale8. 

Put together a film series. 
Most large r-,nd small film groups will give you a free catalog of films they can supply

-  you with stating how much they will cost to rent, 

to get them to ccntribute. 
This is the legal profession and many lawyers make lots 

of money, Try 

BOOK:KEEPING, 'FAXES, I1/4TON-PROFIT AD TAX EX-P7rvii-Yr STATUS 
okkeesiag  

Have'we said so mething we learned from other organizers? 
Keep a copy of everything; you are creating your history; future people can't learn from what you:

,have .done if you are gone and didn't leave any 
record. Bookkeeping is the more mundane aspect of keeping track of what 
you are doing. Ask some bookkeepers, accountants, secretaries for son.e 
help in developing a sound bookkeeping system from the beginning. Foun- dations, the Government; 

 if you are applying for tax exempt status, all, 
want to know what you have done with your money, and it certainly holpp if you know. 



We (S. F.) have three separate aspects of bookkeeping (all in the same 
book). One is the daily intake and output of money--the flow of money they 
call it. We set up a code system for all our income and expenses and just 
mark the code number in this part. The second part is a monthly tabulating 
of the totals of each typo of income and expense for each month. This lets 
us know where the money is coming and going monthly. The third part 
uses the total monthly income and expenses for each month and also adds 
or subtracts any other "assets" and "debits". For example, for your 
assets you would add the income to the money you had in the bank not spent 
yet. For your debits, you wou'd dd on to the expenses any debts not paid 
yet but due. This way you can see month by month where you are really 
financially at. This becomes more crucial if you start paying salaries, 
accumulating taxes, and/or getting large donations, so that your bank 
balance doesn't necessarily reflect the money you really have. These are 
simple methods and a bookkeeper might consider them primitive. Ex-
periment with your own methods, 

I. Code used for income & Expenses - example: 

Income  

1 . Literature income 
2 . Class Income , etc. 
3. Fundraising 

 

Expenses  

1. Rent 
2. Salaries 

U. Daily flow of money  

 

    

January 	 INCOME 

	

date supplementary info total 	code am't. code ain't. code 
1. 	* garage sale 	$100 	3b * $100 	2c 	$5.50 

EXPENSES  
date supplementary info. Check # total 	code am't. code am't.  
1. 	* rm. for class 	198 	$5.00 	la* $5.00 
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I.L1....Mqithlv tabulation_ 

 	WC  OM E 
Jan. 	Feb. March 

1. Literal iie Income $50 	$22 
2. Class income 	$7f: 

_ 	3. Fltndraising 	$ 100 	 $55 

EXPENSES 
• Jan. 	Feb. March 

1. Rent $65 $65 $65 
2. Salaries $150 $150 $150 

IV. 	Assets & Debits 

Nonprofit status, Tax exempt status 

I don't know much about these, though in San Francisco we have, them 
both. The non-profit status is sort of a State classification, the tax exempt 
status a Federal one.. See if you can find a friendly tax attorney or ac-
countant tO- do this gratis for you. There is lots of mumbo jumbo like 
"articles of irirporation", "statement of by-laws, etc. These are things 
that can help you save money. The only money we pay to the state is for 
individual employees' salaries, and we make a financial statement once a 
year. The same with Ole, Tax Exempt status and the Federal. government, 
An extra with the Tax Exempt StatUS is that yoti can choose whether to pay 
into the FICA (Social Security) or not. We are choosing not to since this 
saves us a substantial sum each month, and we are both young and have lots 
of time to qualify fox social security pensions. Pm not sure, but 1 think 
you have to work a total of ten years paying into the FICA fund to be eIigiht 
for Social Security, Another extra is that anyone who gives us a donation 
can deduct it from their taxes. This can be an inducement, for people to giv 
you money. Also, many media will give you free advertising if you are lion,  
profit. 

Many foundations won't look at you if you do not have tax exempt statue. 
If you don't and are appkying to one of these places, try to get a group whel 
has that status to be a "conduit" for you. This means that they w113 Rgrco 



to accept and account for die nwney,in your place. 	.. 
There are some morakSigestiOnS'.you.  might want to resolve about tax 

exempt status before you :get it. You have heard how Tricky Dick and as-
sociates have been using tax exempt status to either eliminate you, in-
vestigate you, or shut you dP. Many people, including us, had tax exempt 
status papers lost, never returned, or flatly denied for political reasons, 
and if you are tax exempt, almost anyone can look at how you spend your 
money. It's a matter of public record. You also have to say that you don't  
lobby or actively try to influence legislation and do not want to fundamentally  
change the system (revolution, that is). You have to decide whether the 
money you save is worth the hassle. 

Taxes  

You can get free information and pamphlets about taxes and tax exempt 
status, etc. from your state and government tax offices (Franchise Tax. 
Board and Internal Revenue Service). Both of these offices also answer 
specific questions you have about taxes. Generally, you don't have any 
taxes to pay and only. a few forms to file until you start paying salaries, 
and then the forms rolled in and the money rolled out. You can make a 
schedule to help you know when each form and tax was due. 
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Here is a schedule we compiled for our Federal taxes; you can compile you 
own for the state taxes. We received non-profit statue right away, so I don't 
know what taxes, if any, are due for businesses who are 	profit besides 
employer's & employee's taxes. 

Federal  

JANUARY 31 - due 
For Quarter ending Dec.31 and beginning of year forms. 

1. Wage & Tax Statement, W-2 
Fill out W-2 forms; give each employee copies B, 2, C. 

Copy A goes with form W-3 (see below), Copy B with state tax forms. 
Final copy goes in emploier's files. 

2. Employer's Quarterly Federal tax returns, Form 941 
-to be filed with Regional Internal Revenue Service Center each Quarter; 
Quarters end Dec. 31, March 31, June 30, Sept. 30; due dates for 941 & 501 
are at the end of each following month. 
This is a report of the total wages paid for that quarter, total amount of 
federal With/Holding, and amount of FICA (both employer's and employc_:e) 

3. Federal Tax Deposit Form, Form 501 
This form is to expedite deposits indicated by form 941 which needs to be 

filed at a local Federal Reserve Bank. Take them your money, give them it 
and 501, and your done. 

If total amount of monthly taxes due is over $200, then you must deposit that 
amount monthly by the 15th of the following month except for the quarter month 
which is the last day. 

4. Federal Unemployment Tax Return, Form 940 
Unemployment tax is paid to both the state & Federal. However, the Fede- 
ral tax only needs to be paid yearly and is a much smaller amount. 

5. Federal Tax Doimit - Unemployment Taxes, form 508 
This fotim is similar to form 501. The money for the taxes is deposited 
in the SATIN way. Don't forgot to keep the stubs for your files. 
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FETIRTJARY 28. - dup. 

Transmittal of Wage and Tax Stateme,nts, W.-3 
A. form to be tiled with W--2 form, section A - government's copy 

APRIL 30 

1. Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax return, Form 941 
,(sTYlle• as for JfilL 31) 

2. Federal Tax Deposit Form, 501 

MM 

I. Return of Organization Exempt from. hcom.e Tax Fortu 990  

jta,Y 31 

1. Forms ;141, 5'01 
(same as for jai]. 31) 

OCTOI3ER 

1. Forms 941, 501 

DECEMBER 1 

1, W-4 form 
A new W--4 form mast be- filed with the employer if the employees W/H 
allowances will be different in the next year from those shown on her 
current W-4 rO, r 1.13 

Forms for new employees.  
W-4, Give each employee a W-4 form to he filed with employer 

or 
W-413, if tribleme taK is $0 because salary is so low and the person expects 

no other meow: for that year. 
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CLASS OUTLINES - SOME SUGGESTIONS 

Informational & Self-help 

Tenant Rights  
Fight 'Evictions & Preserve Privacy 
Get repairs made & get your deposit back 

 

Organize a tenant union 
Politics of Redevelopment 	 Juvenile  Rights ' 

, 	 The Juvenile Code & how it is impler , 
Demystifying the Legal Stem 	ented .  i  
Intro, to the American Legal System ; Trial & pub. defenders 

explanation of the court system & P1n...0§itl°14 in juvenile court 
jurisdiction 

' 	
Student rights, disciplinary Hearings 

The Criminal Process  Alternative schools; creation & oper 
How Civil Law is practiced 	 tion 

' I 	Preparation for working in the law; Quality & Equality in education 
law schools, apprenticeship, 

 

legal workers,Blackstonc.,, & La- Government Intervention into our Li 
Salle Home study, Private I's 	What to do when the FBI comes 

What everyone should know about 	The Saga of the Grand Jury 
contracts 	 Electronic Surveillance & Wiretappit 

Legal resources available to lay 	Data Banks: the Network of Oppress: 
people 

Veterans 
Surviving under hard times 	VA. Benefits & Upgrading Dischar.  
How Small Claims Court works. 
Workmen's Compensation & Disabil. G:a..y.  Rights  
How to get unemployment 	 Gay people with Children; wills & 
Dig out from under your debts 	property 
What to do when your wages are 	Street Survival, courts, & legislati .  

garnished 	 Housing & Job Discrimination.  
Institutions; Prisons, Military, Juv 

You -.& the Health Empire 	 enile 
PatientS. Rights 
MedHCal).. , 	 Street Survival  
Prepaid Health Plans & HMO's 	Search.* Seizure 
Malpractice Suits 	 Court Procedure 
Methadone- Jail without Walls 	Common Charges, prison. annr, 



FEBR UARY 2,8 - dale 

1, Transmittal of Wage and Tax Statenlents, 
A Lorin to be filed With W-2 for-in, section A government's eopy 

APRIL 30 

I. Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax return, Form 941 
csame, as for Jan. 31) 

2. Federal Ta Deposit Form, 50}.  

I. Return of Organization Exempt from income Tax, Form 990 

JULY 31 

1. Forms 941, 501 
(same as for Jan. 1) 

OCTOBER 3). 

1. Forms 94/, 501 

DECEMBER 1 

1. \V4 form 
A new W-4 form must be filed with the employer if the employee's W/EI 
allowauces will be different in the next year from those shown on her 
current W-4 form. 

Forms for new employees. 
W-4, Give each employee a W-4 form to be filed with employer 

or 
W-4E, a hiebrne tax is $0 because salary is so low and the person expeetb 

no other oneome for that year. 
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CLASS OUTLINES - SOME SUGGESTIONS 

Informational & Self-help 

Tenant Rights  
Fight 'Evictions & Preserve Privacy 
Get repairs made & get your deposit back 
Organize a tenant union 
Politics of Redevelopment 	 Juvenile Rights  

The Juvenile Code & how it is imple!,  
Demystifying the Legal System 	ented 
Intro, to the American Legal System ; Trial & pub. defenders 

explanation of the court system & Dlsaositicn in juvenile court 
jurisdiction 	 Student rights, disciplinary Hearings 

The Criminal Process 	- 	 Alternative schools; creation & oper 
How Civil Law is practiced 	 tion 
Preparation for working in the law; 	Quality & Equality in education 

law schools, apprenticeship, 
legal workers, Blackstone & La- Government Intervention into our Li 
Salle Home study, Private I's 	What to do when the FBI comes 

What everyone should know about 	The Saga of the Grand Jury 
contracts 	 Electronic Surveillance & Wiretappit 

Legal resources available to lay 	Data Banks: the Network of Opprese .  
people 

Surviving  under hard times 
How Small Claims Court works. 
Workmen's Compensation ei Disabil. 
How to get unemployment 
Dig out, from under your debts 
What to do when your wages are 

garnished 

You & the Health Empire  
Patients Rights 
Medi-(Cal) 
Prepaid Health Plans & HMO's 
Malpractice Suits 
Methadone- Jail without Walls  

Veterans  
V. A. Benefits & Upgrading Dischai 

fla Rights  
Gay people with Children; wills & 

property 
Street Survival, courts, & legislat; 
Housing & Job Discrimination 
Institutions; Prisons, Military, Juv 

en lie 

Street Survival  
Search & Seizure 
Court Procedure 
Common Charges. ortiann 



Wo me ri e); the Law 
Occupational Choice; discrimination 

in employment 
• 

Working Women & the E.R. A. 
Organizing Women into Unions;law 
Women; occupational Health & Safety 
Childcare; current legislation & 

setting up centers 
Women & property Rights, Contracts, 

& Credit 
Child support & custody; stepparent 

adoption 
Name Change 
Divorce & Dissolution 
Legal aspects of Rape 
Legal aspects of Prostitution 

• 
Labor Law  
Job Discrimination- sexual & Racial 
Workmen's Compensation & Disability 
The labor Contract & Grievances 
Organizing & Elections 
Unemployment Insurance & how it 

affects lay-offs, firings, quits 
Collective Bargaining 
Public Employees 
The.  Worker & the union 
Strikes, boycotts, & picketing 
Health & Safety Laws 
441,4440444P#~4~~4‘,4•40#44#4.  

Welfare Rill-its_ 
ARI to Families with Dependent. 

Children (AFDC) 
General Assistance (GA) & Aid to the 

totally Disabled (ATD) 
Old Age Security (OAS) & ATD, 
Fair Hearings & other Strategy 
Food Stamps & Medi-pal) for those 

not receiving other welfare ben. 

Ltgal Writing Skills  

How to use a Law Library - five 
once-a-week classes 

Tour of Public Records  
ten people each tour; at your local 

City Hall or Civil & Criminal Courts 

The Rights of Teachers  
Credentials, Hiring, & Promotion 
Freedom of Expression & dissent in 

& out of the. Classroom 

Legal Worker Training Courses  
Unfortunately, we at S.F. inserted this sample class section at the last 
minute; and since we and most other PLS's don't do many legal worker 
training classes , wt don't have much info, stockpiled here. Denver-PLS is 
the main PLS that we know about that does legal worker classes and we 
didn't 'Lave enough time to contact them for some sample class descrip-
tions. You can contact thertat : Rocky Mountain Law School; 1460 Penn- 
sylvania St. , Rm. 6; Denver, Colorado 80203. (Rod Field) 	 40 



PEOPLES LAW SCHOOL 

A GUIDE TO SMALL CLAIMS COURT -This pamphlet lays out the steps for 
proceeding all the way from initial filing to collecting. Complete with sample 

, 	

legal forms. Revised 7/77 (35) 
, 
TENANTS'  RIGHTS  - Tired of _your faucet leaking, your toilet over-flowing? 
Having trouble getting your deposit back `I Are yot.i being threatened with 
eviction and don't know what to do? This Pamphlet will tell you what you can 
do in these and other situations. Published April 1977 (50) Also- available in 
Spanish-Derechos Del Inquilino  . 

GETTING YOUR CALIFORNIA UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE BENEFITS-
Many people are entitled to unemployment but don't get it. This pamphlet has 
tables which show how much you should get and tells how to appeal a decision. 
Revised 3/77 (25) Also available in Spanish-Desempleo. 



FIGHT WAGE GARNISHMENT -When. a .creditor tries to garnish your wages, 
you can often reduce the amount he takes by filing a simple paper. He should 
not be able to take any money that you need for the necessities,pf life. Includes 
instructions and a sample form. Revised 3/77 (250) 

MEDICAL-A practical handbook that tells you how to determine if you are 
eligible. It also explains co-payments, SSI linked income and how you can 
use your medical card. Published 7/77 by Pro Per Collective (500) 

FOODSTAMPS- You may he eligible to get foodstamps. This pamphlet tells 
you how to determine if you are eligible and how much you can receive. 
Revised 3/77 Also available in Spanish-Cupones De Comida. 

IMMIGRATION-- Learn about-filing visa petitions, deportations, and other 
important facts that will protect you while residing in the U.S.. Published 3/77 
Also available in Spanish-Inmigracion (250) 

IT'S YOUR BODY- You have' right to knciw what: treatment is being proposed 
for you before you decide if you want it. This pamphlet explains the rights of 
patients and discusses how toexercise them. Published 8/74 (350) Also 
available in Spanish-Es Tu Cuerpo  

A GUIDE TO SOME LEGAL RESOURCES IN THE BAY AREA  -A comprehensive 
listing of over 130 legal organizations with a description of the-services each 
provides. Revised 2/76 (500) 

YOUR RIGHTS AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM - This pamphlet gives 
you a basic description of legal rights against search and seizure, how to 
avoid being arrested and what to do if you are arrested. Published 3/77 (35) 
Also available in Spanish-Sus Derechos y La Sisteira Justicial Criminal  

YOUTH AND THE LAW- This pamphlet is written for youth and talks about the 
law you need to know if you are stopped on the street, iilyour car, or if you 
are sent to Youth Guidance Center. Published July, 1977 (250) 

. 	. 



BEAT THE HEAT: A RADICAL SURVIVAL HANDBOOK-Contains four sections: 
Peoples Law Book; Community Organizing Guide; first Aid For Activists; 
Firearms and Self-defense. Published 1.972- ($2. 00) - 

BE SURE TO GET SOME LEGAL INFORMATION BEFORE YOU GO RUNNING  
TO A LAWYER  - This pamphlet explains when you .need a lawyer; how to find 
a lawyer; how to keep your lawyer "straight"; general civil and criminal 
procedures; and gives names of other resources and organizations available 
to help you with your legal problems. Published 3/76 (50) 

RIGHTS AND REMEDIES OF CLIENTS  This pamphlet explains what you cai. 
do if you think your lawyer is misrepresenting you, is not proceeding with 
your case or is keeping you in the dark about what's happening. Published 8/-77 
(50) 
HOW TO USE A LAW LIBRARY-  This pamphlet helps you understanu Lne basic 
kinds of legal books by presenting three different ways to research a problein. 
Also contains an explanuLici. of U.S. court structures. Published 9/73 (50) 

GUIDE TO PUBLIC RECORDS-  Tells you about what public records are 
available and what they can tell you. Geared primarily to San Francisco, but 
the information may be applied to other counties as well. Revised 9/ 73(50) 

HOW TO START A PEOPLES LAW SCHOOL-A practical discussion of the 
aspects involved in starting a PLS: getting the initial resources, structuring 
the group, developing courses, approaching the media, seeking funding, and 
dealing with the government. Published 8/74 (50) 



ORDER FORM 
QUANTITY COST 

A Guide to Small Claims Court (35) 
414.1.011.14111811i* 	 40•6.110r: 	 Beat the Heat ($2. 00) 

Be Sure to Get Some Legal Information Before You Go 

mAad•sb1/1 0 4.1• *. 	 Running to a Lawyer (50) 
..4  

Fight Wage Garnishment (23(,:) 
Foodstamps: How to Get Them (24) 
Getting Your California Unemployment Benefits (24) 

etaw 	 Guide to Public Records (500 .mommmammo 

Guide to Some Legal Resources in the Bay Area (50) 
How to Start a Peoples Law School (50) 

 	How to Use a Law Library (500) 
- Immigration (25) 

It's Your Body (35) 
Medical (50) 

_ Rights and Remedies of"Clients (500 
Tenants' Rights (50) 
Your Rights and the Criminal Justice System (35) 
Youth and the Law (25) 

Pamphlets in Spanish: 
--. 4 	 Cupones De Comida (250 
	, Derechos Del Inquilino (50) 
	 Desempleo (25) 	

 Es Tu Cuerpo (35) 
Inrrigracion (250 

 	Sus Derechos y La Sistema Justicial Criminal (35) 

	

, 	Postage and Mailing Costs*(see below) 

Total Amount Enclosed 
*Postage and Mailing Costs: 1-10 paMphlets -30ct 

10-20 pamphlets -40 
20-30pamphiets -504 
WO extra for each additional 10 pamphlets 

NAME 	
Peoples Law School 

ADDRESS 	
558 Capp Street 

CITY; STATE 	
San Francisco, Ca 94110 
(415) Z83-5069 



For a copy of this pamphlet 
or -a list of other PLS's, 
contact PLS, San Francisco 
or PLS, Denver.. The pamphlet 
costs 50 plus 25 for postage. 

First Printing, August, 1974 

Rocky Mountain Law School 
1460 Pennsylvania St., Rm. 406 
Denver, Colorado 

80203 

PLS 

558 Capp St. 
San Francisco, Cal. 

94110 

T 
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